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**1097**

**One year follow up of the efficacy of physical prehabilitation in radical cystectomy pathways - secondary results from a randomized controlled trial**

By: **Jensen B.T.**, Borre M., Borre M., Soendergaard I., Jensen J.B.

1Aarhus University Hospital, Dept. of Urology, Aarhus, Denmark, 2Aarhus University Hospital, Dept. of Hepatology, Aarhus, Denmark
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**1098**

**Impact of implementation of the EAU guidelines panel recommendations on reporting and grading of complications on perioperative outcomes after robot-assisted radical prostatectomy**

By: **Gandaglia G.**, Fossati N., Suardi N., Bravi C., Scuderi S., Grillo L., Dell'Oglio P., MazZONE E., Robesti D., Barletta F., Moschini M., Capitanio U., Mirone V., Montorsi F., Briganti A.

1Vita-Salute University San Raffaele, Dept. of Urology, Milan, Italy, 2Federico II University, Dept. of Urology, Naples, Italy
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**1099**

**Results of enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) components implementation to radical cystectomy**


1N.N. Alexandrov National Cancer Centre, Dept. of Urology, Liasny, Belarus, 2N.N. Alexandrov National Cancer Centre, Dept. of Statistics, Liasny, Belarus
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**1100**

**Enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS): A prospective evaluation of complications and length of stay after robot-assisted partial nephrectomy**


Institut Paoli Calmettes, Dept. of Oncology, Marseille, France
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**1101**

**Implementation of an enhanced recovery program after robotic partial nephrectomy for cancer**

By: **Dominique I.**, Terrier J.E., Morel Journel N., Friggeri A., Champetier D., Ruffion A., Paparel P.
### 1102

**Applying enhanced recovery after surgery (ERAS) protocols to radical cystectomy (RC) patients undergoing ileal urinary diversions - results of a single center prospective randomized controlled trial**

By: Olaru V.¹, Baston C.², Gingu C.², Preda A.³, Manea I.², Chirita M.², Vrabie R.², Teodorescu D.², Domnisor L.², Sorohan B.⁴, Sinescu I.²

¹Fundeni Clinical Institute, Center of Uro nephrology and Renal Transplant, Bucharest, Romania, ²Fundeni Clinical Institute, Center of Uro nephrology and Renal Transplant, Bucharest, Romania, ³Fundeni Clinical Institute, Center of Uro nephrology and Renal Transplant, Bucharest, Romania, ⁴University of Athens Medical School, Dept. of Nephrology, Bucharest, Romania
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**Proposal of intraoperative adverse incident classification (EAUiaiC) and patient surgical class category by the European Association of Urology guidelines ad hoc panel**

By: Biyani C.¹, Rouprêt M.², Bjerregaard Jensen J.³, Mitropoulos D.⁴

¹St James’s University Hospital, Dept. of Urology, Leeds, United Kingdom, ²Hospital Pitié-Salpêtrière, Dept. of Urology, Paris, France, ³Aarhus University Hospital, Dept. of Urology, Skejby, Denmark, ⁴University of Athens Medical School, Dept. of Urology, Athens, Greece
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**An international survey on the use of thromboprophylaxis in urological surgery**

By: Violette P.¹, Vernooij R.², Aoki Y.³, Agarwal A.⁴, Cartwright R.⁵, Arai Y.⁶, Tailly T.⁷, Novara G.⁸, Craigie S.⁹, Breau R.¹⁰, Sandset P.M.¹¹, Guyatt G.⁹, Tikkinen K.¹²

¹Woodstock General Hospital, Dept. of Surgery, Woodstock, Canada, ²Netherlands Comprehensive Cancer Organisation, Dept. of Research, Utrecht, Netherlands, The, ³University of Fukui, Dept. of Urology, Fukui, Japan, ⁴University of Toronto, Faculty of Medicine, Toronto, Canada, ⁵Oxford University Hospital, Dept. of Urogynaecology, Oxford, United Kingdom, ⁶Tohoku University, Dept. of Urology, Sendai, Japan, ⁷University Hospital Ghent, Dept. of Urology, Ghent, Belgium, ⁸University of Padua, Dept. of Surgery, Oncology, and Gastroenterology, Padua, Italy, ⁹McMaster University, Dept. of Health Research Methods, Evidence, and Impact, Hamilton, Canada, ¹⁰Ottawa Hospital Research Institute, Dept. of Surgery, Ottawa, Canada, ¹¹Oslo University Hospital, Dept. of Haematology, Oslo, Norway, ¹²Helsinki University Hospital, and University of Helsinki, Dept. of Urology, Helsinki, Finland

### 1105

**Is the ICIQ-SF questionnaire reliable in predicting QoL outcomes: Results of a prospective single-center study**

By: Tutolo M.¹, Bianchi M.¹, Salonia A.¹, Briganti A.¹, Castagna G.¹, Bekhuis Y.², Joniak S.², Van Cleynenbreugel B.², Everaerts W.², Van Der Aa F.²

¹Vita-Salute University San Raffaele, Dept. of Urology, Milan, Italy, ²University Hospitals Leuven, Dept. of Urology, Leuven, Belgium
1106  The effectiveness of intraoperative hyoscine butylbromide (Buscopan®) in reducing postoperative catheter-related bladder discomfort in urological patients: A prospective, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blinded study

By: Al-Shawi M. 1, Timm B. 2, Davis N. 1, Brough S. 3
1The Austin Hospital, Dept. of Urology, Melbourne, Australia, 2Launceston General Hospital, Dept. of Urology, Launceston, Australia, 3Launceston General Hospital, Dept. of Urology, Launceston, Australia

1107  Effect of methocarbamol on postoperative pain following inguinal hernia surgery

By: Mogharabian N. 1, Asadpour A. 2, Sohrabi M.B. 1, Karimi M. 1
1Shahroud University of Medical Sciences, School of Medicine, Shahroud, Iran, 2Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, School of Medicine, Mashhad, Iran

1108  Frequency and predictive factor of deep venous thrombosis of lower extremities in patients with elevated serum D-dimer before surgery for urologic malignancy

Cancer Institute Hospital, Japanese Foundation for Cancer Research, Dept. of Urology, Tokyo, Japan

1109  To do or not to do? Covering colostomy and/or gracilis flap in transperineal fistula repair

By: Bugeja S., Ivaz S., Frost A., Dragova M., Andrich D., Mundy A.
University College London Hospitals, NHS Foundation Trust, Reconstructive Urology Unit, London, United Kingdom

1110  Transvaginal natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) in female urologic diseases

By: Zou X., Zhang G., Liu Q., Yuan Y., Xiao R., Wu G.
First Affiliated Hospital of Gannan Medical University, Dept. of Urology, Ganzhou, China